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ABSTRACT: Geosynthetic encasement of individual stone columns can provide additional
confinement to the columns thus increasing their load capacities and reducing lateral and
vertical deformations. Most of past studies have been focused on the load capacities and settlements
(i.e. vertical deformations) of the encased stone columns. However, the load transfer mechanism and the
lateral bulging deformation pattern of the encased stone columns are not thoroughly understood. In the
present study, four series of laboratory model tests in a large-scale testing tank were performed to
investigate the effect of geogrid encasement on the lateral and vertical deformations of stone columns
installed in a clay bed. For comparison purposes, ordinary stone columns were also tested and
evaluated. The main objective of this research is to investigate the lateral and vertical deformation
patterns of the encased stone columns and the reinforcement mechanisms of the geogrid encasement
with different encasement lengths. In addition, the stress–strain characteristics of the encasement were
measured and analysed. The test results show that the ultimate load capacity of the soft soil was greatly
increased by the geogrid-encased stone columns. The effective length of the encasement was three to
four times of the diameter of stone columns based on the consideration of performance and economy.
In comparison with the analytical solution based on the unit cell concept with full encasement of
columns, the experimental tests on composite foundations with partially encased columns, which
allowed lateral deformations of columns and soils and slippage along the column-soil interfaces
(geogrid–soil, stone column–geogrid, and stone column–soil if the column is not encased), resulted in
larger settlements, especially at higher vertical pressures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Stone columns have been extensively used to support
structures on soft soils by increasing bearing capacities,
reducing settlements, accelerating consolidation, and
minimising liquefaction potential of soft or liquefiable
ground (Barksdale and Bachus 1983; Priebe 1995; Han
and Ye 2001). However, when the soft soils are extremely
weak, the stone columns are not effective to provide their

load capacity due to insufficient lateral confining stresses
provided by the surrounding soils and even may not be
adequate to form the columns during installation under
an extreme condition. Geosynthetic encasement of indi-
vidual stone columns is an effective method to improve
the performance of the stone columns installed in such
weak soils by providing additional confinement. As a
result, the capacity and stiffness of the columns can be
increased and the settlement of the soil strata can be
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further reduced. In the present study, the stone columns
without any geosynthetic encasement is referred to as
ordinary stone columns (OSC) whereas those with the
geosynthetic encasement is referred to as the geosynthetic-
encased stone columns (GESC). The geosynthetic used
for the encasement can be woven geotextile or geogrid.
Geogrid was used in the present study. The geosynthetic
encasement can be installed partially in the upper portion
or fully along the whole column length (Murugesan and
Rajagopal 2007; Yoo and Lee 2012).
Since the idea of encasing stone columns by wrapping

with a geotextile was developed in 1980s (Van Impe 1989),
the development of geosynthetic-encased stone columns
has made much progress in the last two decades including
the development of analytical methods, numerical
analyses and experimental tests. Raithel and Kempfert
(2000) developed an analytical model based on the axi-
symmetric unit cell concept to calculate the settlement of
a soft foundation reinforced by geotextile-encased stone
columns. Murugesan and Rajagopal (2006, 2010) eval-
uated the behaviour of ordinary and geosynthetic-encased
stone columns by a finite-element analysis and investi-
gated the improvement of the load capacity for stone
columns by encasement through model tests in clay beds.
The results indicated that the load capacity depended
upon the modulus of the encasement and the diameter
of the stone columns. Pulko et al. (2011) presented an
analytical closed-form solution for the settlement of
the encased stone column–reinforced foundation by tak-
ing into account elasto-plastic behaviour of the column
material. Ghazavi and Afshar (2013) compared the effec-
tiveness of encased stone columns with various diameters
by laboratory tests. Gniel and Bouazza (2010) investigated
the method for encasement construction in the model tests
and indicated that the ‘method of overlap’ provided a level
of connection similar to welding. Wu et al. (2009)
evaluated the axial stress–strain relationships of encased
granular columns using an analytical procedure based on
the cavity expansion method. Their study found that
reinforcement of a column with a sleeve within the top
portion was adequate to prevent the column from bulging
failure and also increased its load capacity. Gniel and
Bouazza (2009) investigated the behaviour of geogrid-
encased columns based on small-scale tests, in which the
column diameter was 50.5 mm. The bulging deformation
of the partially encased stone columns was measured after
the sample was extruded from the clay by using a rigid
layer of plaster to cast the top of the sample and then
bisected to observe the bulging deformation. During this
process, the disturbance of the sample might happen and
affect the actual lateral deformation.
Geosynthetic encasement can reduce lateral defor-

mations of the column during installation and under
loads and minimise inter-mixing of soft soil and aggregate
in the column. Therefore, the encasement can minimise
smearing of the surrounding soil and preserve the drain-
age property of the stone column. Murugesan and
Rajagopal (2007) investigated and confirmed the benefit
of geosynthetic encasement in reducing the lateral defor-
mations of the column. The inter-mixing of soft soil and

aggregate reduces the permeability and modulus of the
column. As a result, the column will have more well
resistance to drainage. Han and Ye (2002) demonstrated
that smear and well resistance reduced the rate of con-
solidation of stone column-reinforced foundations. Castro
and Sagaseta (2011) presented an analytical solution to
study the settlement reduction and the acceleration of
consolidation by encased stone columns. Their results
showed the encasement had a negligible effect on the con-
solidation for an elastic column but had a positive effect
when the column started to yield.
It is well understood that the most probable failure

mechanism for OSC is lateral bulging failure (Black et al.
2007) if the columns are sufficiently long. With a full
encasement, GESC may have less chance of having a
bulging failure. However, partial encasement has compli-
cated possible failure modes. Further research is needed to
better understand the vertical and lateral deformations
of GESC, especially for stone columns partially encased
within the top portion. The degree of lateral deformation
governs the bearing capacity and vertical deformation
of the stone columns. In the present study, OSC and
GESC were installed in clay beds subjected to vertical
plate loading as shown in Figure 1. Two types of tests were
conducted, one on an individual column and another on a
composite foundation consisting of a column and its
surrounding soil. The lateral deformations of the stone
columns were measured using the strain gauges fixed
on the geogrid ribs and the hoop displacement gauges
wrapped around the unreinforced columns. These gauges
monitored the deformations at every load increment. The
effective encasement depth was also investigated by chang-
ing the length of the geogrid encasement along the stone
columns. Earth pressure cells were installed to investigate
the load transfer mechanisms between columns and soil
and with depth. Details of the plate loading tests will be
discussed later. Based on the results from the tests, an
analytical solution based on a unit cell concept and full
encasement was examined and the comparison indicated
that lateral deformations and shear stresses along the
column–soil interface resulted in large vertical defor-
mations (settlements).

2. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

2.1. Properties of materials

2.1.1. Clay and stone column materials
The clay soil was obtained from a lake bed of the
Xiang River in the Changsha city, China. The moisture
content of the in situ soil ranged from 30 to 60% and its
undrained shear strength was below 15 kPa. This soil can
be classified as CH based on the USCS. Two clay beds
were prepared in the model tests using the clay soil at two
different moisture contents, which corresponded to two
different soil strengths to examine the effectiveness of
geogrid encasement to improve stone columns in soft soils.
The soil at the higher moisture content of 55.6% rep-
resented a very soft soil whereas the soil at the lower
moisture content of 40.5% represented a typical soft soil.
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Two plate loading tests with a circular plate diameter
of 200mm were conducted on the typical soft soil surface
using a maintained load method. The average ultimate
load capacity of these two plate loading tests was

34.5 kPa. Using the Vesic method (Vesic, 1973), the un-
drained shear strength of the typical soft soil was back-
calculated as 5.6 kPa using the formula qu= scdcNccu,
where sc is the shape factor, 1.2 for this case; dc is the
depth factor, 1.0; Nc=5.14; and cu is the undrained shear
strength. As the very soft soil was too soft for the plate
loading tests, an unconsolidated undrained (UU) triaxial
test was conducted to estimate its undrained shear
strength. The soil samples for triaxial tests were obtained
from the clay bed using a sampling tubewith a diameter of
50 mm and a height of 100 mm. The soil samples were
extruded from the tube and trimmed to the desired size
(i.e. 38 mm in diameter and 76mm in height) with great
care to reduce the degree of disturbance. The detailed
properties of the clay soils are listed in Table 1.
The aggregates used to form the columns were angular

crushed stones and Figure 2 shows their particle size dis-
tribution. Other properties of the aggregates are provided
in Table 2.

Table 1. Properties of clay soils

Parameters Value

Liquid limit 64.6
Plastic limit 35.2
Plastic index 29.4
Specific gravity 2.7
Moisture content of clay 1 55.6%
Moisture content of clay 2 40.5%
Undrained shear strength of clay 1 3.4 kPa
Undrained shear strength of clay 2 5.6 kPa
USCS symbol CH
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Figure 2. Particle size distribution for stone columns
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Figure 1. Load tests on stone columns. (a) ordinary stone columns
(OSC); (b) geogrid-encased stone column (GESC2D) with the
length of encasement sleeve 400 mm; (c) plan view of stone
columns arrangement

Table 2. Properties of aggregates

Parameters Value

Size range 10–60mm
D10, D30 and D60 10, 30 and 45 mm
Peak friction angle 40.6°
Specific gravity 2.6
Dry density 1.65 g/cm3

Relative density 72%
USCS symbol GP
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2.1.2. Geogrid encasements
A high-density polyethylene (HDPE) biaxial geogrid was
adopted in the model tests and its strength and geometric
properties are provided in Table 3. The encasement sleeve
was formed by rolling a flat biaxial geogrid sheet into a
cylinder with a diameter of 200 mm. The sleeve in the cir-
cumferential direction had an 80-mm overlap and nylon
cable ties were used to fix the encasement sleeve in the
position to prevent it from unravelling during column
construction and loading. This method was referred to as
the ‘method of overlap’ by Gniel and Bouazza (2010),
who investigated the method for encasement construction.
The lengths of the encasement sleeve were varied in the
model tests. Figure 3 presents a typical photograph of the
geogrid encasement.

2.2. Preparation of clay bed and stone columns

The clay bed was prepared in a large test tank with a
length of 2.2 m, a width of 1.8 m, and a depth of 1.2 m.
The inner wall surfaces of the test tank were coveredwith a
20mm-thick foam board and plastic sheets to reduce the
boundary effects. The thickness of the clay bed was 1.0 m
in all the model tests. The soft soils obtained from a lake
bedwere first divided into several portions of about 200 kg
each. The natural moisture content of the soil in each
portion was measured and additional water was added
to achieve the desired moisture content of 55.6 or 40.5%
for two different soil strengths. All the soils at the proper
moisture content were subsequently mixed until they
became uniform. The clay bed was prepared in layers with
a lift thickness of 200mm. After the placement of each
layer, a miniature cone penetrometer was used to evaluate
the uniformity of the layer. The moisture contents of the
soil were measured at eight different locations inside the
test tank and the variation of the measured moisture
contents was controlled within 1% difference.

A replacement method was adopted for the installation
of stone columns. Four open-ended steel pipes with an
outer diameter of 200 mm were placed at the proper
locations in the test tank before the first soil layer was
placed. Each steel pipe had a wall thickness of 3 mm and
a length of 800 mm. When the total thickness of the soil
layers reached 400 mm (i.e. two lifts), aggregates of the
calculated amount were filled into the pipes to form the
stone column 400 mm high and well compacted by hand
using a small steel pipe with a closed base (50 mm in
diameter and 15 kg mass) falling freely from a 300mm
height. The open-ended steel pipe was then pulled up
gently by 200mm in the vertical direction so that the pipe
had a minimum embedment depth of 200 mm between the
surrounding soil to maintain the stability of the pipe and
the filled aggregates. The steel pipe was pulled up again
after the next 200 mm thick soil was placed and the next
stone column section was installed. The above procedure
was repeated until the entire length of the stone column
was formed. The total amount of aggregates used to form
each stone column was recorded and adjusted to ensure
the desired dry density of 1.65 g/cm3 for the stone columns
was achieved. For each encased stone column, the geogrid
encasement was wrapped around the outer surface of the
open-ended steel pipe at a specific depth to have a desired
encasement length. When the steel pipe was pulled up, the
location of the encasement was kept fixed by additional
downward resistance applied by hand and the interlock
forces between the aggregates and the geogrid.
The sizes of model tests were designed at a scale ratio of

1 : 2.5 to those of typical field tests. The diameter of the
stone columns was 200 mm, which corresponded to a field
column size of 500 mm. The geogrid used in the present
study was a biaxial geogrid, which is also commonly used
in the field. Biaxial geogrids have many varieties with a
wide range of strengths, typically from 20 to 200 kN/m.
The geogrid used in the present study was one of the
weakest ones. By considering the scale effect, the strength
of the geogrid was still within the typical range. The ag-
gregate size was selected based on the model scale effect
and the geogrid aperture size (40 mm×40mm). The mean
grain size (D50) was 42mm, which was slightly larger than
the geogrid aperture size. In practice, common sizes of
aggregates used in the field are from 40 to 120 mm. Hence,
the ratio of the model aggregate size to the field size was
within 1 : 2.5. As the depth of column bulging was
observed to be three to four times the diameter of the
stone column (e.g. Hughes and Withers 1974; Black et al.
2007), the column length to diameter ratio of 5 ensured
the length of the column was greater than the typical
depth of column bulging and was adopted in the model
tests to investigate the bulging deformation of the stone
columns. The dimensions of the test tank were chosen to
accommodate four columns, which were used to simulate
a single column and a composite foundation consisting of
one column and its surrounding soil. The inner wall
surfaces of the test tank were covered with a 20 mm thick
foam board and plastic sheets to reduce the boundary
effects. Tognon et al. (1999) showed that polyethylene
plastic sheets placed on the walls of the tank could

Table 3. Properties of biaxial geogrid

Parameters Value

Tensile strength at 2% elongation 13.6 kN/m
Tensile strength at 5% elongation 20.0 kN/m
Width of the rib 5 mm
Mesh aperture size 40mm×40mm
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Figure 3. Strain gauges fixed on the geogrid encasement
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minimise the angle of friction between the walls and soil
to less than 5°.
To monitor lateral deformations of an unreinforced

stone column (including OSC and the unreinforced
portions of GESC), a patented technology, so-called the
hoop displacement gauge (Hunan University 2008) as
shown in Figure 4, was installed around the column. The
steel wire retracted in the gauge is gradually pulled out
with the increased perimeter of the column due to lateral
expansion under loading. The sensor measures the
increased wire length, which is the circumferential
displacement of the column. Figure 1 shows the required
number and locations of the hoop displacement gauges
used in different tests. When the GESCs were used, the
hoop strains in the geogrid encasement at various
locations were measured using strain gauges. The strain
gauges were oriented along the circumferential direction
of the encasement and fixed onto the geogrid just after a
cylindrical geogrid sleeve was formed. The strain gauges
were 3.5 mm wide width and had an electrical resistance
of 120Ω with a gauge factor of 2.14. Figure 3 shows the
locations of strain gauges on the geogrid encasement.

2.3. Load tests on stone columns

Plate loading tests were conducted on single columns and
composite foundations consisting of one column and its
surrounding soil in the present study as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 5 shows the plate load test set-up. The vertical load
was applied in eight to ten increments to the loading plate
using an air cylinder against a reaction frame for each load
test. When each load increment was applied, the load was
maintained constant until the rate of the settlement was
less than 0.1 mm/h and then the next load was applied.
The load tests were terminated when the vertical load
could not be maintained and the soil failed. The main-
tained load test method used in the present study was
different from the maintained displacement rate method
used by other researchers (Murugesan and Rajagopal
2010; Ghazavi and Afshar 2013). The maintained load
test method could better simulate the process of embank-
ment construction in the field.
Four series of plate loading tests were conducted by

varying the length of the encasement sleeve and the
undrained shear strength of the soil. Four stone columns
(labelled A, B, C, and D) were installed in the clay bed for
each series of test as shown in Figure 1. Columns A and B
were loaded to simulate single stone columns with a

loading plate of 200 mm diameter. Columns C andDwere
included in the composite foundations loaded with a
loading plate of 600 mm diameter, which was three times
that of the stone column. The area replacement ratio of
the columns under the loading plate in the composite
foundation test was 0.11.
The first series of tests was performed on OSC, which

did not have any geosynthetic encasement. The second
series of tests was performed on GESC with an encase-
ment length of 400 mm. The third and fourth series of
tests were performed on GESC with encasement lengths
of 600 and 800mm, respectively. Table 4 summarises the
programme of the plate load tests conducted on the stone
columns.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Load–settlement behaviour

Figure 6 shows the applied pressure–settlement curves for
OSC and GESC installed in the clay bed with an
undrained shear strength of 3.4 kPa. The letters ‘A, B,
C, and D’ after ‘/’ refer to columns A, B, C, and D,
respectively. These results were obtained from the plate
loading tests on both the single stone columns and the
composite foundations consisting of columns with the
surrounding soil. They can be used to compare their
relative performance and verify the effectiveness of
the geogrid encasement for the improvement of stone
columns in very soft soils. Figure 6(a) shows that the
ultimate bearing capacity of the single OSC was 80 kPa,
which corresponded to the plate settlement of 40 mm (i.e.
20% the plate diameter). Therefore, the ratio of the ulti-
mate bearing capacity of the single OSC to the undrained
shear strength of the soil was 23.6, which is close to 20 as

2 Fixed element
1 Steel wire

5 Fastener

3 Flexible sleeve

4 Displacement
sensor

Figure 4. Hoop displacement gauge

Reaction frame

Loading plate

Air-pressure
loading system

Clay bed

Overhead crane

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Testing set-up: (a) schematic of the loading system; (b)
photograph of the plate load test
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suggested by Han (2015). However, the pressure on the
single GESC at the settlement of 40 mm (i.e. 20% the plate
diameter) was about 120 kPa, which is 1.5 times that
on the single OSC (80 kPa). As discussed later, the OSC
bulged quickly with the increase of the applied pressure
from 35 to 90 kPawhereas the single GESC deformed less.
The GESC could carry an even higher pressure up to

a large settlement (100 mm). Figure 6(b) shows the test
results from the composite foundation load tests. The
ultimate bearing capacity of the composite foundation
with the OSC at the settlement of 120 mm (i.e. 20% the
plate diameter) was 21 kPa whereas the ultimate bearing
capacity of the composite foundation with the GESC2D
was 45 kPa. Therefore, the geogrid encasement increased
the ultimate bearing capacity of the composite foundation
the GESC2D by 2.1 times in comparison with that for
the OSC.
Figure 7 illustrates a comparison of the normalised

pressure–settlement responses of the stone columns with
various encasement lengths. To evaluate the relative per-
formance of the stone columns installed in the clay beds
with two different shear strengths, two dimensionless
parameters, pressure/cu and settlement/d, were adopted in
this analysis, where cu is the undrained shear strength of
the soil and d is diameter of the loading plate. In the tests
with the plate on OSC and GESC2D, the undrained shear
strength of the soil, cu, was 3.4 kPa and the diameter of
the loading plate, d, was 200 mm for single stone columns
and 600 mm for the composite foundations. In the tests
on GESC3D and GESC4D, the value of cu was 5.6 kPa
and the value of d was 200 mm for single stone columns
or 600mm for the composite foundations.
Figure 7 shows that the bearing capacities of single

GESCs and the composite foundations with GESCs were
much higher than single OSCs and those with OSCs,
respectively when the encasement length was three or
four times the diameter of the column. Figure 7(a) shows
that the stiffness of the stone column increased with the
increase of the encasement length. However, the pressure–
settlement responses were almost the same for both single
GESC3D and the GESC4D and the composite foun-
dations with GESC3D and the GESC4D. In other words,
a further increase of the encasement length did not
provide any additional contribution to the stiffness and
bearing capacity of the column. This result was attributed
to similar lateral deformations and confining stresses
developed at the interface between the encasement and the
stone column, which will be further discussed in the
following sections.
Table 5 illustrates the error between the measured

bearing capacity for the composite foundations and the
calculated value from single columns using the formula

Table 4. Plate loading tests on single stone columns and composite foundations

Test type Test
description

Length of geogrid
encasement (mm)

Soil undrained
strength (kPa)

Total number
of tests

Single stone column OSC 0 3.4 2
GESC2D 400 3.4 2
GESC3D 600 5.6 2
GESC4D 800 5.6 2

Composite foundation with a column OSC 0 3.4 2
GESC2D 400 3.4 2
GESC3D 600 5.6 2
GESC4D 800 5.6 2

OSC, ordinary stone column; GESC2D, geogrid-encased stone column with the encasement length of twice its diameter (D), and GESC3D and
GESC4D, geogrid-encased stone columns with the encasement lengths of three and four times its diameter (D), respectively.
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Figure 6. Applied pressure–settlement responses of the stone
columns installed in the clay bed with an undrained shear strength
of 3.4 kPa: (a) single stone columns and (b) composite foundations
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qu,c = qcAr + qs(1−Ar), where qc and qs are the bearing
capacity of the single column and the soil, respectively,
and Ar is the area replacement ratio. The error is defined
as: e=(qu,c−qu,m)/qu,m, where qu,c and qu,m are the cal-
culated and measured bearing capacities for the compo-
site foundation, respectively. The calculated bearing
capacity for OSC was 22.1% greater than the measured
one and the maximum error for GESC was 17.6% smaller
compared with the measured bearing capacity, which was

within a reasonable error range and demonstrated that
the measured results were reliable.

3.2. Lateral deformation

The processes of lateral deformation of stone columns,
often referred to as bulging, developing at every loading
increment are depicted in Figures 8 and 9. Figure 8
presents the test results of the single stone columns and
Figure 9 presents those of the composite foundations. The
circumferential strains (εφ) developing along the depths of
the stone columns encased with the geogrid sleeve were
measured using the strain gauges fixed at 80 mm intervals
vertically. Considering the axial symmetry for the cylind-
rical stone columns, the values of circumferential strains
were equal to those of radial strains (εφ= εr). The circum-
ferential displacement (δφ) of OSC and the unreinforced
portion of GESC were measured using the hoop displace-
ment gauges, and thus the radial strain could be calculated
as εr= εφ=δφ/(πD), where D is the diameter of the stone
columns.
Figure 8 shows the radial strain profiles of the single stone

columns installed in the clay bed and subjected to the
vertical pressures. Figure 8(a) shows that the radial strain
of the OSC decreased with the depth but increased with
the applied pressure. The radial strain patterns of the
GESCs in Figures 8(b) to 8(d) were different from that of
the OSC due to the influence of the geogrid encasements
with different lengths. Figure 8(b) shows that the upper
portion of the GESC with the geogrid encasement had
small radial strains because of the geogrid confinement but
the lower portion without the geogrid encasement had
larger radial strains. It is clearly shown that the geogrid
encasement significantly reduced the lateral deformation in
the upper portion of the column. For example, the
maximum radial strain of the single OSCwas 14% observed
at the depth of 400mm, whereas it was only 4.5% of the
single GESC2D and GESC3D within the unreinforced
portion. The maximum radial strain of the single GESC4D
was about 2.1% within the encased portion. In addition,
the maximum radial strain portion of the stone column
moved downward with the increase of the encasement
length. Both Figure 8(a) and 9(a) show that the lateral
deformations of the OSC mainly occurredwithin the upper
portion (i.e. about two times the diameter of the column).
However, the maximum radial strains in the GESC2D and
GESC3D as shown in Figures 8(b), 8(c), 9(b) and 9(c)
happened in the lower portions of the columns, which were
below the encasement sleeves. Figures 8(d) and 9(d) show
that the radial strains in the GESC4D were different from
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Figure 7. Normalised pressure–settlement responses of stone
columns with various encasement lengths: (a) single stone columns

and (b) composite foundations

Table 5. Comparison between measured and calculated bearing capacities for composite foundation

Type Measured or calculated Symbol OSC GESC2D GESC3D GESC4D

Soil Measured (kPa) qs 21.0 21.0 34.5 34.5
Column Measured (kPa) qc 80.1 125.6 196.2 224.0
Composite foundation Measured (kPa) qu,m 22.5 35.3 59.9 67.2

Calculated (kPa) qu,c 27.5 32.4 52.3 55.3
Error (%) e 22.1 8.0 12.7 17.6
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those in the GESC2D and GESC3D. The maximum radial
strains occurred at a depth of twice the diameter of the
column within the encased portion.
The measured radial strains as discussed above clearly

show the pattern of the lateral deformation of the stone
column depended on the length of geogrid encasement.
The OSC failed due to insufficient lateral confining pres-
sure offered by the surrounding soil at the shallow depth.
For the geogrid-encased stone columns, the encasement
sleeve could generate hoop stresses to confine the lateral
deformation of the stone columns. At the beginning of
loading, the upper encased portion of the column had
a larger radial strain than the lower portion because
higher stresses occurred within the upper portion and
the geogrid encasement did not mobilise its resistance.
With an increase of loading, the lateral deformation
within the upper portion mobilised its resistance. As
a result, the lateral deformation within the upper
portion was restrained and the load was transferred to
the lower portion so that the lateral deformations within
the lower unreinforced section increased and exceeded

the maximum deformation within the upper encased
portion. In addition, the GESC failed due to the large
bulging deformation of the unreinforced portion below
the encasement sleeve.
Based on the four series of model test results, it can

be concluded that the location of the bulging failure
of stone columns changed with the length of geogrid
encasement (from zero to four times the diameter of the
stone columns) and the bulging deformation and failure
governed the vertical settlement and bearing capacity of
the GESC.

3.3. Stress concentration ratio

The pressures on the surrounding soil at the ground
surface were measured using the earth pressure cells
installed under the loading plate. The pressure transferred
to the bottom of the stone column was measured using the
earth pressure cell installed at the bottom of the model
tank. Figure 1 shows the locations of the pressure cells.
The stress concentration ratio of the stone column
was calculated as the ratio of the pressure on the stone
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Figure 8. Radial strains in the single stone columns with various encasement lengths: (a) OSC, (b) GESC2D, (c) GESC3D, and
(d) GESC4D
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column to the pressure on the surrounding soil. Based on
the vertical force equilibrium, at the ground surface, the
pressure on the column (σc1) was calculated as: σc1=
[qAre

2−σs1(re
2−rc

2)]/(rc
2), where qA is the applied vertical

load, σs1 is the mean value of earth pressure cells installed
under the loading plate, and rc and re are the radius of the
stone column and loading plate, respectively. To evaluate
the stress transfer from the top of the column to the
bottom of the column, a ratio of the stress at the bottom
to that at the top, referred to as the stress reduction ratio,
can be calculated. Figure 10 shows the calculated stress
concentration ratio plotted against the normalised settle-
ment for the OSC and GESC at the ground surface and
the stress reduction ratio from the top to the bottom of the
column. The pressure cells in the fourth series test mal-
functioned; therefore, no data was recorded. Figure 10(a)
shows that the GESC resulted in the higher stress con-
centration ratio at the ground surface than the OSC.
This result indicates that the GESC had higher stiffness
than the OSC. The GESC carried more load than the

OSC at the same settlement. In addition, Figure 10(b)
shows that the stress reduction ratio of the GESC was
higher than that of the OSC at the earlier stage of loading,
which means more load transferred from the top of the
column to the bottom of the column. Figure 10(c) shows
the failure mechanisms of the OSC observed in the model
tests. The stress reduction ratio of the OSC decreased due
to the mobilisation of bulging failure (which happened in
the portion shown by the dash lines of abc–c′b′a′) and
increased again because a new shear zone developed in the
bulging area (which developed in the portion shown by
the dash lines of ac–c′a′), thus the column acted like a pile
and more loadwas transferred to the bottom. Figure 10(d)
shows the failure mechanisms of the GESC observed in
the model tests. The stress reduction ratio of the GESC
increased firstly due to the slippage between the interfaces
of the encasement and the soil, which happened in the
encased portion of ab–b′a′, and then decreased because
the bulging happened within the unreinforced section
at the lower portion of the column (the portion shown by
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Figure 9. Radial strains of stone columns in composite foundations with various encasement lengths: (a) OSC, (b) GESC2D, (c)
GESC3D, and (d) GESC4D
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the dash lines of bc–c′b′). The stress reduction ratio of
the GESC3D was even lower than that of the GESC2D
because the surrounding soil around the GESC3D had a
higher soil strength (also stiffness) than the soil around the
GESC2D. The soil with higher strength carried more load
and provided more friction resistance to the column.

3.4. Hoop stress of the encasement

The hoop strains in the grogrid encasements at differ-
ent heights of the stone column were measured using
strain gauges fixed at 80 mm vertical intervals. Two strain
gauges were installed on the opposite sides of the column
at the same elevation as shown in Figure 4. The actual
hoop strain at each elevation was calculated as the average
value of the two measured strains. Figures 8 and 9 show
the hoop strains in the GESC with different encasement
lengths. It can be observed that the maximum hoop strain
was smaller than 2% in all model tests. The hoop force
generated by the encasement sleeve can be calculated as:
F=Esεφ, where εφ and Es are the hoop strain and the 2%
secant modulus of the geogrid encasement, respectively.
The radial confining stress provided by the encasement
becomes (Pulko et al. 2011): σr=F/(2rc)=Esεφ/(2rc),
where rc is the radius of the stone column. Figure 11
shows the radial stress plotted against the settlement of
the GESC with different encasement lengths. It is shown

that the radial stresses provided by the encasement sleeve
were not constant during loading for all stone columns
and varied with the settlement. The radial stresses varied
from 70 to 80 kPa, 20 to 60 kPa and 10 to 50 kPa for
the columns with encasement lengths of 400, 600 and
800 mm, respectively at the settlement of 50 mm. The
GESC3D and GESC4D had lower radial stresses from
the geogrid encasement than the GESC2D and higher
load capacities because of their higher stiffness resulting
from the longer encasement sleeves. Therefore, the stone
column with a long encasement sleeve was more robust
and stiffer than that with a short encasement sleeve.

3.5. Influence of encasement length

Figure 7 shows the effect of the encasement length of the
normalised pressure–settlement responses of the stone
columns. It can be observed that the stiffness of the stone
columns increased with the increase in the encasement
length from 0, 400, 600 to 800 mm. The improved per-
formance due to the geogrid encasement can be attributed
to the additional confining stresses provided by the geo-
grid encasement. The effective length of the encasement
can be examined from the comparative performance on
the load capacities as shown in Figure 12. The load capa-
city of the stone columns at 50 mm settlement increased
greatly when the encasement length changed from 0 to
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600 mm (three times the diameter). However, the load
capacity of the GESC4D was almost the same as that of
the GESC3D. This result implies that the effective length
of the encasement was three times the diameter of the
column and a further increase of the encasement length
did not contribute to additional load capacity because
the bulging failure occurred within the upper portion
of the column and the confining stress provided by the
encasement was fully mobilised. This effective

encasement length should depend on the properties of
the stone column, the encasement and the surrounding
soils.

4. COMPARISON WITH ANALYTICAL
SOLUTION

The available methods for the design of GESC include
simplified analytical solutions and numerical methods.
The analytical solutions were mostly developed based on
the unit cell concept, which consisted of one stone column
and its surrounding soil in a zone of influence. The
analytical solution proposed by Pulko et al. (2011) for the
design of GESC considers important factors, is well
accepted and therefore was adopted in the present study
for comparison with the experimental results. This sol-
ution takes into account the elasto-plastic behaviour
of the stone column, which is important for simulating
the actual performance of geosynthetic-encased stone
columns under vertical loads. Pulko et al. (2011) assumed
that the surrounding soil and the geosynthetic are elastic,
the column has a full encasement length, and the column
and the soil deform one-dimensionally at the same rate
(i.e. no slippage and friction at the interface) under a
drained condition. Even though the test condition is not
exactly the same as a unit cell, the analytical solution can
be considered as an ideal condition and is used as a
reference to evaluate the experimental data.
The complete elasto-plastic response of a unit cell is

described by a combination of elastic and elasto-plastic
formulae. First, the yield depth in the stone column under
a given load is determined as: zy=qA/(C4γs), where qA is
the applied vertical load, C4 is a constant and dependent
on the properties of the column and the soil, γs is the soil
unit weight. The vertical deformation of the unit cell
can be calculated for two distinctive zones: for the depths
0<z<zy, both elastic and plastic deformations develop;
for the depths z>zy, only an elastic deformation occurs.
The total vertical strain can be obtained as a combination
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of elastic and elasto-plastic deformations as follows
(Pulko et al. 2011)

εzðzÞ ¼
εyzðzÞ þ εpz ðzÞ ¼ C4γsz

Eoed
βel þ qA � C4γsz

Eoed
βp

for 0 , z , zy

εelz ¼ qA
Eoed

βel for z . zy

8>>><
>>>:

whereβel=Eoed/[(λc+2Gc)Ar+(λs+2Gs)(1−Ar)−2Ar(λc−λs)F ],
βp= [2D+Eoed(C2+T )]/C5, Eoed is the oedometer
modulus (also referred to as constrained modulus) of
the soil, λs, Gs and λc, Gc are Lamé’s parameters of the soil
and the column respectively, Ar is the replacement ratio of
the column area to the total influence area, T is a
dimensionless stiffness of the encasement defined as T=J/
(Eoedrc), where J is the stiffness of the encasement, and F,
D, C2 and C5 are all constants and can be found in the
paper by Pulko et al. (2011).
The total vertical deformation (i.e. settlement) can be

calculated with the integration of vertical strains εz(z)
along the depth of the column. The input parameters used
for the analytical calculation were the same as those used
for the model tests and shown in Table 6. It is worth noting
that the yield depth in the present study at the given load
of 20.1 kPa was zy = 3.5 m, which is beyond the length of
the stone columns, so plastic deformations developed all
over the lengths of the encased stone columns.
Figure 13 shows the comparison between the results of

the analytical method and the experimental model tests
on geogrid-encased stone columns. Two composite foun-
dations with GESC3D and GESC4D were selected for
this analysis because they had the encasement length
equal to or greater than the effective length. The cal-
culated settlements were in close agreement with the test
results of the GESC3D and the GESC4D throughout
the applied pressure. Larger differences existed in the
GESC3D than those in the GESC4D because the
GESC3D had shorter encasement length and some
lateral deformation might happen in the unreinforced
portion of the stone column. As compared with the
analytical solution based on the unit cell concept with full
encasement of columns (Pulko et al. 2011), the exper-
imental tests on composite foundations with partially
encased columns, which allowed lateral deformations of
columns and soils and slippage along the column–soil
interfaces (geogrid–soil, stone column–geogrid, and stone
column–soil if the column is not encased), resulted in
larger settlements, especially at higher vertical pressures.
Furthermore, the analytical solution neglected possible
plastic and creep deformations of the geosynthetic.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, laboratory model tests were
performed on ordinary stone columns (OSC) and
geogrid-encased stone columns (GESC) with different
encasement lengths to investigate vertical and lateral
deformations of the columns and the effect of geogrid
encasement. The following conclusions were drawn.

(1) GESCs were installed in the clay beds with different
moisture contents corresponding to different
undrained shear strengths in order to examine the
behaviour and effectiveness of GESCs for soft
ground improvement. The ultimate bearing capacity
of the soil was greatly increased by the GESC,
especially in the very soft soil (cu=3.4 kPa).

(2) With an increase of the encasement length, the
bearing capacity and stiffness of the stone columns
increased. The effective length of encasement was
three times the diameter of the stone columns based
on the consideration of the performance.

(3) The lateral deformation of the stone column
decreased due to the additional confining stresses
provided by the geogrid encasement. The location of
bulging failure of the stone columns changed with
the encasement length.

(4) The hoop strains in the encasement sleeve were not
constant during loading and varied with the settle-
ment. The pattern of hoop stresses generated in the
geogrid encasement closely follows that of the
bulging deformation of the stone column.

(5) The stress concentration ratio for the GESC was
higher than that for the OSC. The stress reduction
ratio from the top to the bottom of the column
decreased during staged loading (always less than 1).
This result indicates the existence of the shear stresses
along the column–soil interface.

(6) As compared with the analytical solution based on
the unit cell concept with full encasement of columns,
the experimental tests on composite foundations
with partially encased columns, which allowed lateral
deformations of columns and soils and slippage

Table 6. Input parameters for calculations

Parameters Value

Tensile stiffness of the encasement 680 kN/m
Oedometer modulus of the soil 300 kPa
Young’s modulus of the column 15MPa
Poisson’s ratio of the soil and column 0.2
Dilation angle of the column 15°
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along the column–soil interfaces (geogrid–soil, stone
column–geogrid, and stone colum–n-soil if the
column is not encased), resulted in larger settlements,
especially at higher vertical pressures.
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NOTATION

Basic SI units are given in parentheses.

Ar area replacement ratio (dimensionless)
cu undrained shear strength of the soil (Pa)
D diameter of the stone columns (m)
d diameter of the loading plate (m)
dc depth factor (dimensionless)

Eoed oedometer modulus (Pa)
Es 2%secantmodulusof thegeogrid encasement (N/m)
e error between the measured and calculated bearing

capacity (dimensionless)
F hoopforcegeneratedby the encasement sleeve (N/m)
J tensile stiffness of the encasement (N/m)

Nc correction coefficient for bearing capacity
(dimensionless)

qA applied vertical load (Pa)
qc bearing capacity of the single column (Pa)
qs bearing capacity of the soil (Pa)
qu ultimate load capacity (Pa)

qu,c calculated bearing capacity for the composite
foundation (Pa)

qu,m measured bearing capacity for the composite
foundation (Pa)

rc radius of the stone column (m)
re radius of the loading plate (m)
sc shape factor (dimensionless)
T dimensionless stiffness of the encasement

(dimensionless)
zy yield depth in the stone column (m)
γs soil unit weight (N/m3)
δφ circumferential displacement of the stone

columns (m)
εr radial strain of the stone columns (dimensionless)
εφ hoop strain of the geogrid encasement

(dimensionless)
σr radial confining stress provided by the

encasement (Pa)
σc1 pressure on the column at the ground surface (Pa)
σs1 mean value of earth pressure cells (Pa)
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